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Friction velocity (u*) 
computed by AERMET. 

u* used to calculate mixing 
height, initial horizontal 
and vertical dispersion 
(sigma-y and sigma-z)

EPA noted in 2007 issues 
with high concentrations  
due to treatment of light 
winds.1

AERMOD users started to 
identify highest impacts 
associated with low wind 
speeds (i.e.,<1 m/s) during 
night hours. 

Background
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1 http://www.cleanairinfo.com/regionalstatelocalmodelingworkshop/archive/2007/agenda.htm



Study funded by API and UARG was presented  at the 10th EPA 
Modeling Conference (March 13, 2012)

Purpose: Evaluate AERMOD’s performance under low speed winds

Three met data bases were used:

1. Cardington (flat, grassy site)

2. Bull Run (mixed land use/terrain)

3. FLOSS II (Fluxes Over Snow Surfaces, Phase 2, flat open site)

Results: AERMET underestimates friction velocity for low wind 
stable hours

Adjustment was suggested and tested on three met databases

Low Wind Speed Evaluation Study
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1 http://www.cleanairinfo.com/regionalstatelocalmodelingworkshop/archive/2007/agenda.htm



AERMETv12345- New “BETA” option to adjust u* for low 
wind speed stable conditions based on Qian and Venkatram
(2011).

AERMETv13350- u* option to incorporate Bulk Richardson 
Number approach based on Luar and Raynor (2009).

AERMETv14134- further modifications to u* related to use of 
Bulk Richardson Number (i.e., corrections to theta-star- aka 
AECOM “theta star fix”).

Timeline of u* updates to AERMET
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EPA has done the “heavy lifting” for the beta u* option ... EPA 
has “taken the ball into the red zone, and the modeler has 
to get it over the goal line.”

EPA’s comments during the EPA Regional/State/Local Modelers 
Workshop on May 20, 2014. 

EPA’s Take On AERMET’s u* option
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AECOM processed two meteorological databases for this 
sensitivity analysis. 

Prepared using recent regulatory model versions and with EPA-
recommended procedures including; 

AERMET – Version 13350, 

AERMINUTE – Version 11325, and 

AERSURFACE – Version 13016

AECOM’s 2014 Evaluation
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The first meteorological site is representative of flat terrain and is 
based on five years (2007-2011) of data from Pascagoula, 
Mississippi Airport. 

AECOM’s 2014 Evaluation
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The second meteorological site was selected for complex terrain 
modeling and is based on five years (2008-2012) of data from 
Page, Arizona. Hypothetical sources strategically placed so that the 
prevailing winds would blow towards a significant terrain feature. 

AECOM’s 2014 Evaluation
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http://www.cleanairinfo.com/regionalstatelocalmodelingworkshop/archive/2014/agenda.htm



AECOM’s 2014 Evaluation
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http://mycommittees.api.org/rasa/amp/Modeling%20Documents/AERMOD%20Low%20Wind
%20Speed%20Sensitivity%20Study_28may14.pdf



AECOM’s Evaluation- Results
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For flat terrain:

Tall buoyant stacks (FCC, FLARE, REGENHTR) were insensitive 
to the LW options

Short buoyant stacks with downwash (DRILLRIG, COMPRSTA) 
insensitive to LW options

Short stacks without either momentum or buoyancy with 
downwash (DIESENG, PNTTANK) and fugitive sources are 
sensitive to LW options resulting in lower concentrations

LNGTURB (short buoyant non-downwashing) source experienced 
a high wind “side effect” of the LW options

Low-level sources have peak impacts at low terrain near 
fenceline in complex terrain case as well



AECOM’s Evaluation- Results
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For complex terrain:

Tall buoyant stacks (FCC, FLARE, REGENHTR) are sensitive to 
the LW options in complex terrain

LNGTURB (short, non-downwashing) is sensitive to LW options

COMPRSTA (short, downwashing) responds to LW options



“It’s also important to recognize that the LowWind BETA options 
included in v12345 of the AERMOD model are in a different 
category than the AERMET u‐star adjustment option in terms 
of an alternative model justification under Section 3.2 of Appendix 
W. The AERMET BETA option is based on a peer‐reviewed 
study (Qian and Venkatram, 2011) which also includes 
independent evaluations of the new u‐star estimates, 
whereas the AERMOD LowWind BETA options have not been peer 
reviewed.”

Email from George Bridgers dated 1/23/14 regarding Beta options 
in AERMET and AERMOD. 

http://www.epa.gov/scram001/models/aermod/20130626-Statement_on_Beta_Options.pdf

LowWind and u* Beta Options
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Appendix W, section 3.2.2, paragraph (e),…an alternative refined 
model may be used provided that:

1. The model has received a scientific peer review;

2. The model can be demonstrated to be applicable to the 
problem on a theoretical basis;

3. The data bases which are necessary to perform the analysis 
are available and adequate;

4. Appropriate performance evaluations of the model have 
shown that the model is not biased toward underestimates; 
and

5. A protocol on methods and procedures to be followed has 
been established.” 

An Alternative Refined Model
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